Function:
HELP provides basic syntax information on commands, and it will also list command by various functional groups. This is useful for checking the syntax on an unfamiliar command or for checking related commands, but it does not replace the manuals. The syntax summary may also be printed if you supply the wrong number of arguments or an unrecognized command option.

Usage:
HELP lists the various ways of using the HELP command (given below).
HELP COMMANDS lists all the TSP commands, ten per line.
HELP command name gives details on a particular command.
HELP FUNCTION lists functions and operators (both general and matrix).
HELP NONLINEAR lists the options for nonlinear estimation procedures.
HELP ALL gives a one-line description of each TSP command, from A to Z.
HELP GROUP gives the same description, but sorted by functional groups.
HELP group number gives the same description for a single group. The group numbers are given by the plain HELP command.

Examples:
HELP AR1; summarizes the arguments and options of the AR1 command.
HELP 1; gives a one-line description of each command in the linear estimation group.